Telling Stories: The arts and wellbeing
in North Liverpool

Be Active:
‘My week consists of choir on a Monday
at the Empire. On Tuesdays they also
have a dancing class […]; and then after
that there’s a drama group […] and we’ve
just done our little play for the end of the
season yesterday. And today of course
we go to MDI and have a dance class;
very often we go to the Playhouse on a
Thursday….’ – Anna
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‘I’m learning how to do art and I’m
meeting people and I’m more confident.’
– Eddie

Contents
Connect:
‘You can put a lot into a drama and speak
words that are meaningful to somebody
else, to an audience that can’t get those
words out to anybody.’ – Barbara

Take Notice:
‘I just can’t get over them; seriously, they
blew me away mate, cos I thought it’d be
good, but I just didn’t think it’d be, you
know, like as good as it’s been.’ – Ian
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Part One
Telling Stories

Connecting people

‘The other thing is, of course, from these classes and
sessions that we do, [is that] you get to know people;
so it’s a social thing and we go for lunch, we go away
for the weekend, we go out for the day.’ 7

‘The people I’ve met are very interesting;
[…] a couple are older than myself, and they’ve got
their stories to tell.’
‘The only people I know
are the people in the sheltered accommodation where
I live’

‘There’s a lot of widows about and when you lose
your husband, although you’ve got friends, you’re
a bit in limbo; if you sit in, it completely overwhelms
you and it’s just not good at all.’

‘I made a lot of new friends here. It’s nearly me third
year and I grew a bond with everyone and I’m going
to miss them, even though they get on me nerves
sometimes – this is me last day and I’m really going
to miss it.’

Connect
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‘I thought, I’m not going to be in the house and
vegetate – I’ve always been interested in drama
and art so I decided to go along to the centre […]
and that’s how I came to join this group.’

‘I’ll be honest with you, when I went in and saw
all them kids, swinging their legs, I thought “Oh
blimey!” But I got paired up with these two little
girls, and they were absolutely brilliant.’
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‘We ended up sharing that we both liked gammon and ‘I got to know people when I came to Rotunda; I’ve
she said to me “You go to Asda, June, and get some
got to know some of the people on my courses’.
onion sauce. My mum gets that, and then you have
it with your gammon and your new potatoes”. We got
on like a house on fire after that.’
‘You go spare when you’re out of work, and like
you don’t see as many people; and when you do see
people, you know, it’s just not the same thing – like
I’ve been on the moon, and everyone else has been
‘I was nervous at first, because there were old people on planet Earth, and you don’t know how to be with
that we don’t know. When we went into the room
other people.’
we were all shocked, because we don’t really speak to
adults like that apart from our grandparents. But it
changed when we all got to know each other: it shows
you can really speak to them. The older people had
‘I don’t normally speak to people; it’s not really easy
good stories – they’ve had more of a lifetime.’
for me to just talk to people but, that’s the good
thing about [FACT]: they’re so approachable and
so helpful and stuff – you know, they kind of include
you, and [you] keep coming back and keep coming,
‘I was paired up with a lady called Angela, and
‘cos as I said, I haven’t missed one session since
Angela, in her spare time she was like me a lot –
they started…’
because she liked to dance and she liked to sing and
she did drama and all that, and then when we got
talking Angela used to tell me stories about when she
was my age and she did ballet dancing.’

‘I must admit I had a closed mind when I came here,
and decided I don’t want to know any people round
here. From what I’d heard, you don’t wanna know,
you keep to yourself.’
Connect
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Broader connections

‘They decided to put in for funding to open a building
because community groups had nowhere to meet: it’s
a former Post Office called the Ideas Shop.’

‘They brought in Kerry Morrison to do the Wild and
Productive project for the canal, which is about all
what’s growing on the canal, about clearing the canal
up, getting activities on it and making it safer too.’

‘I haven’t been out of Walton, or Anfield for like, over
a decade.’

‘I’ve seen the Bluecoat before but I’ve thought,
“What’s that?”. I wouldn’t have come in here. I go
to Primark all the time and I used to look at [the
Bluecoat] and not know what the hell it was. I
thought it was a good building, like, but I didn’t
know what it was.’

going on’
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‘if I knew something was

‘You
meet so many different people, on so many levels,
which you wouldn’t do if you were sitting in the
house’.

‘I’ve been on Radio Merseyside, saying about
some of the things that have been done; local papers
I’ve been in – [FACT] knows people, that’s the other
advantage’.

Telling Stories: The arts and wellbeing in North Liverpool

‘The people in Helsinki were kind
of, like, “Oh no, it’s not a nice area”, where we were
going; I thought it was lovely’.

‘Because people actually interact with us afterwards,
you feel as though you’ve achieved something. Now,
whether or not it helps them, I don’t know; a lot of
people said they felt as though they could sort of
achieve more by watching us, so we hope that it does
achieve that.’

Connect
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Active people

‘I’ve got more
energy, I feel more motivated to want to do things’.

‘I’m learning how to do art and I’m meeting people
and I’m more confident. There’s some of them in the
Day Service, they don’t want to do anything. I’d say
“Have a try and see, and if you don’t like the work,
don’t go back: you want to give it a try”.’

‘I’m a little pioneer. I ring
up the libraries; see what they have to offer, like
watercolours or family history’.

‘A group of us have decided, well, we’ll go private as
well… you know, with a tutor. So we go twice a week,
once to [the League of Welldoers] and once to, I’ll
say his private studio – it isn’t his, he hires it, but
it amounts to the same thing – and we pay for the
private one.’

Be Active
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‘There has been a marked improvement on the
number of children that stay behind not only for
music but for other clubs. In the past we struggled
to get six children to attend clubs. At times we now
have over 25 children staying behind.’

‘We’ll do it in
sections […] greening areas, getting little cul-desacs looking all nice, and various things; it’s a long
way to go, but that’s it’

‘It’s just an interesting place to walk through: one
of the children said they were like detectives coming
across things – even we didn’t know what they were.
It would just be a shame to lose it sort of thing.
And again, I’m sure if it hadn’t been for Tenantspin,
I’m sure Arena wouldn’t have allowed me to do what
we have.’

Page 16
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Active minds

‘It made our brains more active because
we needed our brains to do the work’
‘I think it made our brains more active because we
were in different scenery and it made you more
curious – like, where do you want to go? What’s this?’

‘I said to [one of the team] “What do you do?” and
he said, “I make movies”. And I said “Is it all right,
can I be in a movie, ‘cos I do a lot of dancing?”. And
he went, “Yeah, we can put you in a movie, dancing
on a roof ”.

‘I’ve done
a bit of acting in the past but I wasn’t really
confident to be doing it’

‘We were just a bit overwhelmed that we were being
asked by someone who’s just made this amazing play,
“Ghost Boy”, like they actually want us. This is big.
We’ve done no acting – that play’s the only acting
experience we’ve ever had.’

Be Active
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Paying attention

‘Every Friday we have a big orchestra with all the
school practising. A couple of weeks ago we had the
Venezuelans in – they were playing the violin, the
viola and the cello. At first, we thought they were
going to play dead light – but then they went dead
fast. We weren’t playing with them then, we were just
listening, but we got a big surprise!’ 19

‘the increased levels of concentration
among the children’
‘We all had to pair up and then we had to sketch each
other’s faces without taking your pen off the paper,
so you all got to know each other like that.’

‘With them paintings, when you go in there you notice
that they’re not all neat, some of them are messy, but
you’ve got to try and notice what they’ve been trying
to paint… just imagine.’

‘I play the cello and I started it a year ago. I really like
it and the songs that we play. It’s all different kinds
– there’s tricky ones and really easy ones. The tricky
ones are with the fingers down and the easy ones are
with open strings…’18
Take Notice
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‘We all had to pair up and
then we had to sketch each
other’s faces without taking
your pen off the paper, so
you all got to know each
other like that.’
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Noticing others

‘It brought a lot of people in when they had that
conference last year. The canal was being cleaned up
and used for all kinds of things – like they had a water
taxi on the canal and swan pedalos. The idea now is to
build the canals up again and even have restaurants
and pubs along the area, things like that…’

‘I worked with the artist Kerry Morrison, because
dog poo is one of our issues. She was doing a
[performance] down at the Eldonian […] so I had
to put this blonde wig on and a white coat […] and
we did some putty ones of our own to make loads
of dog poo. And we were saying “Hello, would you like
me to help you through the dog poo? Would you like
me to guide you round?” And it was funny and we
were just sort of trying to make people aware of how
horrible dog fouling is. It was a laugh.’

‘Speaking for myself, when we were invited to do
the Alzheimer’s play I couldn’t see it getting off the
ground, because I knew absolutely nothing about
Alzheimer’s. I didn’t know anybody who’d had
anybody suffering with it, and I thought it’s going
to be much too heavy to handle and I don’t want
to portray something I know nothing about’

‘The first time you actually perform it you’re never
sure whether you’ve got it correct’
‘The feedback was absolutely unbelievable, that we’d
actually got over how people were feeling and it was
the same way they felt: we were portraying something
that was correct.’

‘On the video you see them playing footie in the day
and when it gets to the night you see all the people
bringing the lights and then putting up by the football
six months’.
cages and people playing and it looks really good.’

‘We’ve learned such a lot in the past

Take Notice
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Being noticed

‘At the end of the concert you like go to your mum
and then you go home if your parents are with you
and your parents go “Oh you did well”, and they egg
you on to do better and they encourage you…’

‘It’s nice to have people complimenting you on something
that you’ve done, ’cos when you leave school and
that, and since having the babies and not working,
you don’t really get recognition for anything.’

‘On the video you see them
playing footie in the day and
when it gets to the night you
see all the people bringing the
lights and then putting up by
the football cages and people
playing and it looks really good.’
Page 22
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‘I’ve never done anything as strong before. Whether
I’ll be able to do something again, I don’t know, but
I’ve enjoyed doing it. Not in a happy sort of way,
but I’m glad I did it.’

‘It was lovely to be acknowledged really’.

‘The last performance we gave was at the Unity
and there were councillors in the audience; and I
had to stand up against them, which was hairy, you
know, but actually we got letters in the Liverpool
Echo about that, from councillors saying that they’d
enjoyed the show and it was well portrayed.’
‘I said to Bernadette, “I liked your work”; and her
work was called ‘Unfinished’ or something like that.
When I done something round her work, I put it near
the window, [and] it shone with light: it was like
a stained glass window.’

‘We got together to talk about all the issues and the
problems on the streets. […] It was just a big massive
performance about kids on the street and we were
just trying to send a message about this is what kids
are doing – how can we help it?’

‘We got picked to do a performance in front of all the
youth workers in the Holiday Inn hotel […] There
were a lot of people, so nerves were really high. […]
We got through it okay and there was – what is it? –
a standing ovation.’

Take Notice
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Young people learning

‘I’ve never like spoke to someone from a different
country like that and I’ve never seen an interpreter
before or nothing so it’s a good experience.’

‘Music lessons have been getting different, better.
Every week there’s always different music to learn,
they always make up something different for us
to learn.’24

‘I can relate to people from a different culture. It felt
weird but, in the end, I didn’t want them to go, even
though they were from a different background and
different place than Liverpool.’

‘I couldn’t believe how accurately and naturally they
were responding from a musical angle – creating
brilliant four-beat patterns always playing in time
however fast or slow ... it really made me realise that
music is getting into their bones.’25

‘I would say to other children: work your hardest
‘cos you might get picked. There mightn’t be another
chance for you to work with an artist… It might be
your only chance – it’s a once in a lifetime chance
to work with an artist to make a sculpture.’
Keep Learning
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Lifelong learning
‘It doesn’t matter what language someone speaks,
you can still communicate with them and show how
much you love each other. I know it sounds really
corny saying, “We love them”, but we do. We’re
talking to them on Facebook, there’s that language
barrier and they’re on the opposite side of the world
but we’re still in contact with them and we still speak
to them on a daily basis.’

‘wanted to be treated as if I was an adult not
a kid’

‘You’re learning all the time – it broadens your
mind as well’

‘Give us a facility to put our ideas forward – it’s
all our own work, with Abi’s help, of course. It’s
teamwork; we all put our own input into it, which
forms the piece – we all bounce off one another…’

‘It just clicked that I didn’t have to act like that,
if you get what I mean; I realised they were only
doing that for my own sake. Then the more mature
I was being, the more they started treating me like
I was older. You don’t call them ‘Miss’ and ‘Mister’
and you can call them by their first names, you get
along with them as if they’re your mates. And then
I thought, I proper like it in here and I carried
on coming.’

Page 26
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‘[The artist] has opened up our eyes, without sort
of pushing things down our throat. If I come up with
an idea and no matter how zany it is, she’ll say sort
of “Calm it down a bit, there are ideas there”, and
she’ll guide it down the right sort of direction. It’s
good to have someone to talk to.’

‘It just sort of gave us ideas you’d have never of
thought of – well, you’d think of them [but] like,
it can’t be done. But by speaking with Tenantspin
[you see] it’s feasible, you could do it, you know, and
maybe [they] guide you down the route to get funds.’

‘You just get confidence in you. That’s one thing that
Tenantspin gives like – you know, if you think of
something, say it, don’t just keep it in your mind.
So a lot of people have got involved with it; I’ve got
drama classes started in the area…’

‘The arts are important because they give you a
sense of place, a belonging, and a fun taste as well
– not just what we do as the Residents’ Association,
the nitty-gritty, meetings and things. It’s about
individuals and developing the use of the area.
It might be sometimes a weird thing – people
go “What’s that? It’s what?” – but it opens
people’s minds.’

Keep Learning
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Learning about
creativity
‘Sharon showed us that if you go into your phones
there are other options for the cameras – like how
to get it to not concentrate on the things around
it, to concentrate on one person. We won’t forget
that now.’

‘Picasso, he done some funny stuff: there was about
ten of us when we went into the gallery and we all
burst out laughing – the way Picasso painted – one
eye up here and one eye down there.’

‘Some of the paintings in there, I didn’t really
understand them before I went in. When we were
paired up, we went in and a lot of the older people
knew, so they got to explain to us. I was next to
two old ladies and they were explaining to me.
I said “What do these paintings mean?’’ And she
was describing to me – like the black painting –
she said, “He’s just let his emotions go wild with
the paintbrush”.’

‘probably costs
more than the car I drive’

Keep Learning
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Having something
to give
‘I wanna be as nice as they are to other people, ’cos
they’re doing that for me, so, if I can do something
for other people, especially for them… That’s why
anything they ask me to do, I do it, no problem.’

‘When the people came in, we were able to tell them
what it was and how we’d done it – like our families
and workers from the Walton project. They enjoyed
it. And the public came to see it as well, ‘cos it was
open to everyone. People liked it because it was
dead unusual – they’d never seen anything like
that before. My little brother walked in and
he was made up with it: he went “There’s my
sister!” He’s only four…’

Give
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‘We gave our help to Eva with the sculpture. And Eva
gave her time; she came over to Liverpool to help us.
She could have been doing a painting or working on a
project – she gave her time to us.’ This is an exchange
based in mutual recognition and respect.

Giving to others

‘And that’s another thing I forgot to tell you, we’re
volunteers at the World Museum – and through
that you get invited to the new museum when that
gets opened…’

‘The Canal project was brilliant, but lots of other
things have come out of it. Like they got people
to be involved in planting activities. One of my
grandchildren is like Dennis the Menace, but that
child was involved in this planting, and he stayed
with them girls and Kerry for about three hours…’

‘Most of my time’s given to other people to be honest.
I arrange parties every now and again, I help out
with the bingo when the people who run it can’t run
it, I organise horse racing nights, that they like, and
we’re having a murder mystery party in the near
future… I’ve got involved with helping individuals
there as well, anyone’s got a problem with there
television ‘Where’s John?’ […] I’ve got other things
I’d like to do, but… it’s a commitment.’

‘I’m a great believer, even though it’s unpaid
voluntary, you’ve got to have some commitment, or
what’s the point in being there?’
Page 32
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Part Two
The Arts in
North Liverpool

Only Connect:
A Cultural Map
of North Liverpool

County
Kirkdale
Anfield
Everton

LIVERPOOL
Great Crosby
Aintree

Kirkby

Waterloo
Fazakerley

Orell Park

Croxteth
Eccleston

Walton Hall Park

Knowsley Park

Bootle
Norris Green
Kirkdale
West Derby
Club Moor
Anfield
Everton
Tuebrook

Wallasey

Stockbridge Village
Prescot

Knotty Ash

LIVERPOOL

Old Swan
Dovecot
Fairfiled

Whiston

Bowring Park

Rainhill

Huyton

Edge Hill
Wavertree

Claughton
Birkenhead

Dingle

Wirral

Childwall
Childwall

Toxteth
Gateacre

Sefton Park
Mossley Hill

Cronton

Netherley

Woolton
Aigburth
Prenton

Allerton

Hough Green
Ditton

Cressington
Garston

Hale Bank
Speke
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
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Gerri Moriarty

‘My favourite teacher was Mr. Austin Thomas. He
looked like Lee Marvin. Big Man. A Captain in World
War 2. He came to school on a big pushbike with the
haversack on back. He was a man’s man. Always
fair. I was fourteen at the time when Mr. Thomas
introduced the class to poetry and Greek literature.
It was because of him, I saved seven shillings and
sixpence to buy The Iliad and the Odyssey at this
dusty used bookshop’.

Only Connect: A Cultural Map of Liverpool
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Cultural
Organisations
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Community Organisations
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